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Abstract—As a kind of emerging business computational model, 
Cloud Computing distribute computation task on the resource 
pool which consists of massive computers, accordingly ,the 
application systems can gain the computation strength, the 
storage space and software service according to its demand.
Cloud computing can be viewed from two different aspects. 
One is about the cloud infrastructure which is the building 
block for the up layer cloud application. The other is of course 
the cloud application. By means of three technical methods,
cloud computing has achieved two important goals for the 
distributed computing:  high scalability and high availability. 
Scalability means that the cloud infrastructure can be 
expanded to very large scale even to thousands of nodes. 
Availability means that the services are available even when 
quite a number of nodes fail. This paper discusses the evolution 
process of cloud computing, the current technologies adopted 
in cloud computing, as well as the systems in enterprises. This
paper introduced with emphasis the Amazon Elastic Compute 
Cloud, the cloud computing platform of Google and “blue 
cloud” of IBM, analyze and compare three kinds of cloud
computing platform.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Cloud Computing is one kind of emerging business 
accounting model. It will calculate the duty to distribute on 
the resource pool which the massive computers constitute, 
enables each kind of application system according to need to 
gain the computation strength, the storage space and all kinds
of software service. This kind of resource pool is called “the 
cloud”. “The cloud” is virtual computation resources that can
maintain and manage itself, usually for some large-scale 
server cluster, including calculating server, storage server, 
the broad band resources and so on. The Cloud Computing
will concentrate all computation resources, and can be 
managed automatically through the software without 
intervene. This makes users will not be worried by the 
tedious details and concentrate his own business. This is 
favorable to innovation and reduces cost.

The Cloud Computing is not actually the revolutionary 
recent development, but is the result of continuous evolution 
of data management technology. On the century at the end of 
80's, with the development of the Internet, it starts to appear 
that the application massive systems solve the single
question; this is the grid computation concept. It composes 
using the Internet the dispersible computer a hypothesized 
supercomputer. Each participates in the computation the 
computer constituting one “the node”, but the entire 
computation is composed one by the thousands of nodes “the 

grid”, provides new duty which before this is unable to 
complete. May say the grid calculated first time has pushed 
to the IT world the resources and the service.

On the century 90's, the virtualization gradually moved 
towards the application level by the concept, the public 
computation arises at the historic moment. It the computer 
colony which commands the grid computation took the 
hypothesized platform, uses the service pattern which may 
measure to carry on the computation. Through the public 
computing service, including the hardware, the software all 
computation resources all provides by the service provider, 
the customer only must needs the resources through the 
appropriation network or the Internet visit and defers to the 
actual service condition to pay expenses then. The software 
application pattern innovates completely which as one kind, 
SaaS (Software as a Service) starts the vigorous development. 
The user does not need to purchase the software, but is 
according to own actual demand, rents to the provider based 
on the Web software, manages the enterprise to manage the 
activity. SaaS while provides Internet application to the 
customer, also provides the software the off-line operation 
and the local data storage, lets software and service which 
the user all may use it anytime and anywhere to order. Is 
different with the public computation, it is not according to 
the consumption resources charge, but is according to the 
application procedure value charge which provides to the 
user. This kind of type service passes to through the browser 
the procedure the tens of thousands of users. Looked like in 
the user that, like this can omit the server the fixed hardware 
investment and the software authorization expenditure; 
Looked from the supplier angle, so long as like this the 
maintenance procedure has sufficed, can reduce the cost.

II. ESSENCE OF CLOUD COMPUTING

In the IBM technical white paper “Cloud Computing”, 
the Cloud Computing definition is such: “The Cloud 
Computing” a word simultaneously uses for to describe a 
system platform or one kind of type application procedure. A 
Cloud Computing platform may accord have to carry on 
dynamic provision, configuration, reconfigure as well as 
deprovision and so on. Calculates in the platform in the 
cloud the server to be possible to be the physical server or 
the hypothesized server. The high-level computation cloud 
usually contains some other computation resources, for 
example SANs, network equipment, firewall as well as other 
safety equipment and so on. The Cloud Computing in the 
description application aspect, it described one kind to be 
possible to carry on the application procedure through 
Internet which the visit might expand. “The cloud 
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application” uses the large-scale data central as well as the 
function strong server moves the network application 
procedure and the network service. Any user may can visit a 
Cloud Computing application procedure through the 
appropriate Internet turning on equipment as well as a 
standard browser.

Saw from the IBM definition, the Cloud Computing
meaning has two aspects. On the one hand it described one 
kind of convenient infrastructure, uses for the structure 
application procedure, its status is equal to the PC machine 
on operating system; On the one hand moreover described 
the establishment above this kind of infrastructure Cloud 
Computing application. A computation cloud is the 
virtualization computation resource pool, uses for to hold 
each kind of different working pattern, and these working 
pattern may deploy in the physical facility through the fast 
deployment way. Because has used the distributional 
computation technology, the Cloud Computing can calculate 
expands to the more computation resources, as well as the 
use redundancy resources carry on fault-tolerant processing. 
The Cloud Computing can through provide physics as well 
as the hypothesized server fast supports the grid application 
the movement. The grid procedure can decompose a big duty 
Cheng Henduo the small duty parallel to move on the 
different colony as well as the server. The Cloud Computing
is one has the more widespread meaning computation 
platform, besides can support the grid the application, the 
Cloud Computing also can support the non-grid the 
application, for example in the network service routine 
network server, applies the server and the database server 
three application procedure construction pattern, as well as 
support current Web 2.0 pattern network application 
procedures. The Cloud Computing is can provide the 
dynamic resource pool, the virtualization and the high 
usability next generation calculates the platform.

III. CLOUD COMPUTING EXAMPLE ANALYSIS

Presently, the industrial world already had very many 
companies to gather in the cloud calculates under this kind of 
new computation concept, proposed separately own in view 
of the Cloud Computing understanding, achieved the above 
goal with the different technology, mainly including under 
important Cloud Computing realization system.

A. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud
Amazon is on the Internet the biggest online retail 

merchant, every day is bearing the massive network 
transaction, simultaneously Amazon also provides the cloud 
computing service platform for the independent software 
development personnel as well as the developer. Amazon 
calculates theirs cloud the platform to be called elastic 
compute cloud (EC2), is most early provides the long-
distance cloud to calculate the platform service the company. 
Amazon own elastic computation cloud establishment in the 
platform which the company interior large-scale colony 
calculates, but the user may operate through the elastic 
computation cloud network contact surface in the cloud 
calculates each instance. user who in the platform moves to 
use instance the payment way by user's behavior in service to 

decide, namely the user only must the computation platform 
instance payment which uses for oneself, after the movement 
finish cost also along with it conclusion. Here said instance 
is the integrity virtual machine movement example which 
controls by the user. Through this way, the user does not 
need own to establish the cloud to calculate the platform, has 
saved the equipment and the maintenance cost.

Amazon elastic compute cloud comes by the named 
Amazon Web services existing platform development. 
Amazon Web Services mainly is composed by 4 core 
services: Simple Storage Service (S3); Elastic Compute 
Cloud (EC2, EBS); Simple Queuing Service as well as still 
occupied at present test stage SimpleDB.

1) Simple Storage Service
In March, 2006, the Amazon had issued Simple Storage 

Service (S3), S3 provides to use in the data storage and the 
gain Web service connection. The data may be any type, 
may from the Internet any place memory and the visit data. 
May save the random quantity in S3 the object; the memory 
each object size may from 1 byte to 5 GB. Regarding the 
memory in S3 each object, may assign the visit limit, and 
may use simple HTTP to request the visit object. Even may 
let the object be possible through BitTorrent agreement 
downloading. This kind of memory service carries on the 
service payment according to each month similar rent form, 
simultaneously the user also needs to carry on the payment 
for the corresponding network current capacity.

2) Simple Queuing Service
In July, 2007, the Amazon company has promoted 

Simple Queue Service (SQS), this service causes to be 
entrusted with the main engine to be possible to save the 
news which between the computer transmits. Through this 
service, the application programming personnel may carry 
on the data transmission between the distributional 
procedures, but does not need to consider the news loses 
question. Through this service way, even if the news 
receiving end does not have the module to start has not 
related. The service interior meets the buffer corresponding 
news, once but has the news to receive the module to start 
the movement, and then the formation service carries on the 
news submission for the corresponding movement module 
processing. Same, the user must serve for this kind of news 
transmission carries on the payment use, the cost rule and the 
memory cost rule is similar, carries on the charge based on 
the news integer as well as the news transmission size.

3) Simple DB
SDB is one uses in saving, processing and the inquiry

structure data set Web service. It is not in the traditional 
significance relational database, but is a high available 
pattern, is in the clouds non- structure data storage.

SDB is advantageous for the use, provides the relational 
database the majority functions. The SDB maintenance is 
much simpler than the model database, because does not 
need to establish or to dispose anything. Amazon is 
responsible for all management duty. Amazon for the data 
establishment index, may automatically at any time any 
place visit index.

4) Elastic Compute Cloud
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After opened the above service connection, the Amazon 
company further has developed the EC2 system in this 
foundation, and opens for exterior development personnel 
uses. Figure 1 has given an EC2 system use pattern.

Figure 1. Usage of Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud

May see from Figure 1, the elastic computation cloud 
user use client side agreement and the Amazon elasticity 
computation cloud internal example carries on through 
SOAP over the HTTPS alternately. Thus, the elastic 
computation cloud platform has provided a hypothesized 
colony environment for the user or the development 
personnel, has full flexible while the user, also lightened the 
cloud calculates the platform owner (Amazon Corporation) 
the management burden. Elastic computation in the clouds 
each instance represents in a movement the virtual machine. 
The user has the integrity jurisdiction visit to own virtual 
machine, including in view of this virtual machine operating 
system manager jurisdiction. The virtual machine charge 
also is carries on the calculation of charge according to 
virtual machine ability, in fact, the user rents is hypothesized 
computation ability.

In brief, Amazon through provides the elastic 
computation cloud, has satisfied the small scale software 
developer to the colony system demand, reduced the 
maintenance burden. Its charge way relatively simple 
perspicuity: The user uses how many resources, only must 
for this part of resources payment then.

B. Google’s Cloud Computing Platform
Google had set of exclusive Cloud Computing Platform, 

this Platform is first is the Google most important search 
application provides the service, now already expanded to 
other application procedure. Google Cloud the Computing 
foundation construction pattern independent also is mutually 
close including 4 unifies in together system: The 
establishment above colony's Google File System, the 
MapReduce programming pattern which proposed in view of 
the Google application procedure characteristic, 
distributional lock mechanism Chubby as well as the Google 
development model simplifies large-scale distributional 
database BigTable.

1) Google File System
Except the performance, outside expandable, the 

reliability as well as the usability, the GFS design also 
receive the Google application load and the technical 
environment influence. Manifests in 4 aspects:

Considers the massive nodes fully the expiration 
question, will need through the software fault-

tolerant as well as the self-recovery function 
integration in the system;
The structure special filing system parameter, the 
document usual size by G byte idea, and contains the 
massive small documents;
Full consideration application characteristic, increase 
document supplement operation, optimized in turn 
read-write speed;
Filing system certain concrete operations no longer 
is transparent, needs the application procedure to 
assist to complete. 

Figure 2 has given the Google File System construction.

Figure 2. Google File System architecture

A GFS colony contains a host server and many block 
server, by many client side visit. The big document is 
divided the fixed size the block, the block server the block 
took the Linux document preservation on the local hard disk, 
and according to the block sentence handle and the byte 
scope which assigns comes the read-write block data. In 
order to guarantee the reliability, each block default is 
preserved 3 backups. Host server management filing system 
all Yuan data, including name space, access control, 
document to block mapping, block physical location and so 
on related information. Through the server end and the client 
side union design, GFS to applies the support to achieve the 
performance and usability most superior .GFS are, in the 
interior which Google application procedure itself designs 
has deployed many GFS colonies. Some colonies have 
surpass 1000 memory nodes, surpasses 300T the hard disk 
space, continuously frequently is being visited by the 
different machine on several hundred client sides.

2) MapReduce Distributional Programming 
Environment

Google the structure MapReduce programming standard 
simplifies the distributional system the programming. The 
application programming personnel only must place the 
energy application procedure itself, but about colony's 
processing question, including reliability and extendibility, 
then hands over by the platform processes .MapReduce to 
pass “Map” and “Reduce” such two simple concepts 
constitutes the operation basic unit, the user only must 
provide own Map function as well as the Reduce function 
then parallel processing magnanimous data.

3) Distributional Large-scale Database Management 
System BigTable
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Because a part of Google application procedure needs to 
process massive formatted as well as half formatted data, 
Google has constructed the weak uniform request large-scale 
database system BigTable. BigTable application including 
Search the History, Maps, Orkut, RSS microreader and so on. 
BigTable also is the client side and the server end union 
design, enables the performance to be able the greatest 
degree to conform to the application demand .BigTable 
system to rely on the colony system substructure, one is the 
distributional colony task scheduling, one is Google filing 
system, but also some distributional lock serves Chubby. 
Chubby is an extremely robust coarse grain lock, BigTable 
uses Chubby to preserve the radical according to the form 
indicator, namely the user may first lock in the server from 
Chubby to obtain the root table the position, then carries on 
to the data visits .BigTable to use a server to take the host 
server, uses for to preserve and an operation Yuan data. Host 
server besides management Yuan data, but also is 
responsible to the tablet server (i.e. in general sense data 
server) carries on the long-distance management and the load 
mixes. The client side carries on the Yuan data 
communication through the programming connection and the 
host server, carries on the data communication with the tablet 
server.

C. IBM's Blue Cloud
IBM “Blue Cloud” calculates the platform is a set of 

software and hardware platform, uses Internet on the 
technology to expand to the enterprise platform in, causes the 
data central use to be similar to the Internet computation 
environment. “Blue Cloud” the establishment in the IBM
large-scale computation domain specialized technology base, 
unified the IBM own software and hardware system as well 
as the service technology, supports the opening standard and 
the opening source code software. “Blue Cloud” based on 
IBM Almaden research center cloud foundation construction, 
including Xen and PowerVM virtualization, Linux operating 
system reflection as well as Hadoop filing system and 
parallel construction. IBM has already promoted officially 
based on the x86 chip server system “Blue Cloud” the 
product.

Blue Cloud by a data central, Tivoli Provisioning 
Manager, IBM Tivoli Monitoring, IBM WebSphere using 
the server, IBM the DB2 database as well as operates the 
source information processing software and operates the 
source virtualization software to be composed together.. 
“Blue Cloud” the hardware platform environment and the 
general x86 server cluster were similar, use the bit the way to 
increase the computation density. “Blue Cloud” the software 
platform characteristic mainly manifests in the virtual 
machine as well as regarding in the large-scale data 
processing software Apache Hadoop use. Hadoop is opens 
the source edition Google File the System software and the 
MapReduce programming standard.

1) Virtualization in Blue Cloud” 
Blue Cloud” a software important characteristic is the 

virtualization technology use. The virtualization way may 
realize in the Cloud Computing in two ranks. A rank is 
realizes the virtualization in the hardware rank. The 

hardware rank virtualization may use the IBM p series server, 
obtains the hardware logical district LPAR. The logical 
district CPU resources can manage through IBM Enterprise 
Workload Manager. Adds on through such way in the actual 
use process the resource distribution strategy, can cause the 
corresponding resources to assign reasonably to each logical 
district. Virtualization other rank may obtain through the 
software, calculated in the platform in Blue Cloud to use the 
Xen virtualization software. Xen is one opens the source the 
virtualization software, can move other operating system 
above the Linux foundation, and carries on the software 
deployment and the operation nimbly through the virtual 
machine way.

The virtual machine is a kind of special software, can 
simulate the hardware completely the execution, therefore 
can move the operating system in above, then can retain the 
one whole set movement environment semantics. Crosses the 
virtual machine the way, calculates in the platform in the 
cloud to obtain the following some merits: The Cloud 
Computing management platform can dynamic calculate in 
the physical node which the platform locates needs, but does 
not need to stop the movement in the virtual machine 
platform application procedure, the advancement migration 
method is more nimble; Reduces the colony electrical 
energy consumption, will be many a load will not be the very 
heavy virtual machine computation node merges to the 
identical physical node in, thus will be able to close the idle 
physical node, achieved will save the electrical energy goal;

Through the virtual machine in different physical node 
dynamic migration, migrated the whole hypothesized 
movement environment, can obtain the load balanced 
performance which has nothing to do with with the 
application; Is also more nimble in the deployment, 
namely may deploy directly the virtual machine physics 
calculates in the platform, but virtual machine itself has 
included the corresponding operating system as well as the 
corresponding application software, the massive virtual 
machine reflection will duplicate the correspondence directly 
the physical node then.

2) Memory Structure in “Blue Cloud” 
The Blue Cloud memory architecture regarding the 

Cloud Computing also is extremely important, regardless of 
is the operating system, the service routine or the user 
application procedure data all preserves in the memory 
system.“Blue Cloud” the memory architecture contains is 
similar to the Google File System colony filing system as 
well as based on the block equipment memory regional 
network SAN system.

On Blue Cloud, SAN systematic and the distributed file 
system (e.g. Google File System) is not the system which 
opposes mutually, SAN provides is the block equipment 
connection, needs to construct the filing system in this 
foundation, can use by the upper formation application 
procedure. But Google File System happen to is a 
distributional filing system, can establish above SAN. Both 
all can provide the reliability, the extendibility, how as for 
uses also needs to calculate in the platform based on the 
establishment in the cloud the application procedure to 
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decide, this also manifested has calculated the relations 
which the platform and the upper formation application 
cooperated mutually.

D. Three kind of Cloud Compute Platform
Looked from user's angle that, the cloud computing 

system all preserves each kind of data including the user data 
through the network the far-end the cloud to save in the 
platform, reduced the user regarding the data management 
burden; At the same time, the cloud computing system will 
also process the data the service routine to process the 
platform through the long-distance large-scale Cloud 
Computing to carry on, will be able to bear the mass data the 
processing work. It can be said that, the Cloud Computing is 
the data sharing computation pattern and the service sharing 
computation pattern marriage, is the next generation 
computation pattern development direction. Looked from the 
platform technology construction that, the Cloud Computing
has 3 basic characteristics, is exactly the integrated
construction to stand above the large-scale inexpensive 
server cluster, through the infrastructure and the upper 
formation application procedure coordination construction 
achieved the maximum efficiency use hardware resources 
the goal, as well as tolerates many nodes through the 
software method the mistake. Calculates through the cloud to 
these 3 aspect basic characteristic manifesting, has achieved 
the distributional system two aspect goals, namely system 
extendibility and reliability.

Each cloud calculates the platform also respectively to 
have the different characteristic. The long-distance virtual 
storage server which specially in the platform use, 
transparently calculated the platform simultaneously to 
provide the user for the user which actually to contact the 
customer end node as well as is unable to contact, was a 
semiopen environment. The Google cloud calculates the 
platform environment is the private environment, except the 
opening limited application program interface, for example 
GWT (Google Web toolkit), Google App Engine as well as 
Google Map API outside and so on, Google has not used 
Cloud Computing internal infrastructure sharing for exterior 
user .IBM “Blue Cloud” to calculate the platform is may 
supply sales the software and hardware set, the user to 
construct based on these software and hardware product own 
Cloud Computing application. The Amazon elastic 
computation cloud is the trust -like cloud calculates the 
platform, the user may through the far-end operation contact 
surface direct operation use, blind actual physical node. May 
see, although the cloud computing system has the general 
character in very many aspects, but in fact between each 
system has very greatly differently, this also gave the Cloud 
Computing user or the development personnel has brought 
the different experience.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The Cloud Computing is one kind of emerging business 
accounting model which in the grid computation, the public 
computation and the SaaS foundation develops. It will 
calculate the duty to distribute on the resource pool which 

the massive computers will constitute, will enable each kind 
of application system according to need to gain the 
computation strength, the storage space and each kind of 
software service. This article introduced the Cloud 
Computing evolution process, has analyzed the Cloud 
Computing essence, but this article key point studies the 
industrial world 3 concrete Cloud Computing example, 
includes Google the cloud to calculate the platform, IBM 
Corporation specifically “Blue Cloud” the platform as well 
as the Amazon Corporation's elastic computation cloud, had 
pointed out three clouds calculate the platform the general 
character and respective characteristic. And summarized the 
Cloud Computing superiority in this foundation.
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